Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

The Undergraduate Law Journal is wrapping up another great year, thanks to the tireless work of our Advisor Cheryl Arflin, our dedicated E-board, and all the student and faculty members who were essential during the editing process. The most exceptional articles from undergraduate authors are published in the annual journal. In publishing the journal, we hope to stimulate and sustain undergraduate law discussion and education at FAU. We thank the Pre-Law Services Committee for expanding our reach by increasing visibility and access to educational resources for pre-law students.

By providing students with assistance during the research process, fostering thought provoking discussions, and connecting motivated students with industry leaders and legal professionals, the ULJ provides tangible and longstanding benefits to its members. Our readers will enjoy a wide subject variety of legal analyses, from dealing with constitutional challenges to the complexities of eminent domain.

This year’s publication would not have been possible without the undying commitment of adviser Dr. Cheryl Arflin, to whom I express gratitude for ensuring the longevity of the journal, and our faculty advisors who dedicated hours of their valuable time to assist students with crafting their research, and our student editors found time to perfect the quality work that our authors provide.

Our member-scholars continue to produce quality legal analyses year after year, consistently contributing to the development of legal research. Please explore our annual electronic publications through the FAU online library (www.journals.fcla.edu/FAU_UndergraduateLawJournal). If you have any questions, please email ckimbrel@fau.edu.

Cheers, Nora Douglas
Editor-in-Chief, Undergraduate Law Journal, 2018/2019